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各ドキュメントが果たす役割や目的 ドキュメントに盛り込むべき項目 紙面をセンスアップするテクニックなどもわかりやすく解説 professional techniques for modern layout smashing css takes you well beyond the basics covering not only the finer points of layout and effects but introduces you to the future with html5 and css3 very few in the industry can show you the ins and outs of css like eric meyer and inside smashing css eric provides techniques that are thorough utterly useful and universally applicable in the real world from choosing the right tools to css effects and css3 techniques with jquery smashing css is the practical guide to building modern web layouts with smashing css you will learn how to throw elements offscreen hide them create body html backgrounds in xhtml use more than 15 layout techniques including clearfix two three simple columns faux columns one true layout holy grail em based layout fluid grids sticky footers and more use a variety of css effects including css popups boxpunching rounded corners css sprites sliding doors liquid bleach ragged floats and more apply css table styling including using thead tfoot and tbody row headers column oriented styling classes styling data tables with jquery tables to graphs tables to maps and more use css3 elements including rounded corners multiple backgrounds rgba using jquery to do css3 selections and so much more eric meyer is an internationally recognized expert on the subjects of html css and standards and has been working on the since 1993 smashing css is for developers who already have some experience with css and javascript and are ready for more advanced techniques smashing magazine smashingmagazine com is one of the world s most popular web design sites true to the smashing mission the smashing magazine book series delivers useful and innovative information to designers and developers レイアウトデザインの基本から文書構造まで 表紙まで 93点の最新レイアウトアイデアが詰まったネタ事典です サンプルデータは一部ダウンロードできます 目次 chapter1 basic デザインの基本 chapter2 typography 文字 chapter3 color 配色 chapter4 title mark 見出し chapter5 photography 写真 chapter6 decoration 飾り あしらい updated to cover the latest program version this comprehensive guide helps users make the most of filemaker pro the sophisticated workgroup database application with nine million registered users offers complete step by step guidance on filemaker pro features and tasks covering both the mac and windows versions features expanded coverage of odbc jdbc and xml connectivity and includes a new chapter on the developer tools used to create more complex databases other topics covered include calculations and computations data exchange creating and using templates linking databases using filemaker in workgroups publishing plug ins and advanced database connectivity programming recreational services serves as a handbook for recreational practitioners at every level it clearly presents the methods and materials necessary for the planning organization and operation of recreational services this reader friendly text addresses each of the 12 recreational program categories in detail and includes illustrations to assist with learning it teaches students a methodology for evaluating recreational programs from the establishment of objectives to the final instrument used to determine whether or not the program performed in the way that it was intended describes the fundamentals of filemaker pro 12 covering such topics as working with layouts relational database design calculations scripting reporting security debugging and publishing offering both theoretical explanations and real world applications this in depth guide covers the 2 0 version of struts revealing how to design build and improve java based applications within the struts development framework feature functionality is explained in detail to help programmers choose the most appropriate feature to accomplish their objectives while other chapters are devoted to file uploading paging and object caching you don t need a technical background to build powerful databases with filemaker pro 13 this crystal clear guide covers
all new filemaker pro 13 features such as its improved layout tools and enhanced mobile support whether you re running a business printing a catalog or planning a wedding you ll learn how to customize your database to run on a pc mac browser or ios device the important stuff you need to know get started tour filemaker pro s features and create your first database in minutes access data anywhere use filemaker go on your ipad or iphone or share data on the dive into relational data solve problems quickly by connecting and combining data tables create professional documents publish reports invoices catalogs and other documents with ease harness processing power use calculations and scripts to crunch numbers search text and automate tasks add visual power and clarity create colorful charts to illustrate and summarize your data share your database on a secure server add the high level features of filemaker pro advanced and filemaker pro server take razor for a test drive and discover first hand how this scripting syntax simplifies the way you create dynamic data driven websites with this concise guide you ll work with razor syntax by building example websites with microsoft webmatrix and asp net mvc you ll quickly learn how razor lets you combine code and content in a fluid and expressive manner on windows based servers programming razor also explores components of the razor api and shows you how razor templates are turned into rendered html by the end of this book you ll be able to create razor based websites with custom extensions that meet the specific needs of your projects use razor with microsoft webmatrix to build a working blog complete with data organize and manage your web application using razor features for layouts sections and partial views create clean and effective asp net mvc views with the razor view engine learn how the razor api interprets razor templates and turns them into executable net code implement advanced techniques for exposing reusable code and sharing asp net mvc views across projects this book is for everybody who would like to learn modern java web development based on primefaces and is looking for a quick introduction to this matter prerequisites for this book are basic jsf jquery and css skills heavy duty wheeled vehicles hdwvs are all wheel drive vehicles that carry 25 tons or more and have three or more axles they transport heavy bulky cargo such as raw minerals timber construction materials pre fabricated modules weapons combat vehicles and more hdwvs are used in a variety of industries mining logging construction energy and are critical to a country s economy and defense these vehicles have unique development requirements due to their high loads huge dimensions and specific operating conditions hauling efficiencies can be improved by increasing vehicle load capacity however capacities are influenced by legislation road limits and design designing hdwvs differs from other multi purpose all wheel drive vehicles the chassis must be custom designed to suit the customer s particular purpose the number of axles is another variable as well as which ones are driving and which are driven tires are also customizable translated by sae from russian this book narrates the history of hdwvs and presents the theory and calculations required to design them it summarizes results of the authors academic research and experience and presents innovative technical solutions used for electric and hydrostatic transmissions steering systems and active safety of these vehicles the book consists of three parts part one covers hdw design history and general design methods including basic vehicle design and evaluating hdwv use conditions part one also covers general operation requirements and consumer needs and a brief analysis of structural components of existing hdwvs and prototypes part two outlines information needs for designing hdwvs part three reviews basic theory and calculation of innovative technical solutions as well as special requirements for component parts this comprehensive title provides the following information about hdwvs history of design and manufacture manufacturers summary design data background data on sample vehicles component calculation examples overview of motion theory which is useful in design and placement of bulky cargo principles practice layout designers rejoice css finally has an update that will make your lives easier flexible box layout often called flexbox frees you from the challenges of creating layouts with floats and padding and lets you specify containers and their contents instead the new model means you can specify the directions in which material flows how content wraps and the ways components can expand to fill a space whether you ve been creating large sites or small fixed sites or responsive sites flexbox will simplify your work the broad and developing scope of ergonomics has been illustrated over the past fifteen years by the books that make up the contemporary ergonomics series presenting the proceedings of the ergonomics society s
annual conference the series embraces the wide range of topics covered by ergonomics individual papers provide insight into current practice present new research findings and form an invaluable reference source the volumes provide a fast track for the publication of suitable papers from international contributors chosen on the basis of abstracts submitted to a selection panel topics included in contemporary ergonomics 2004 applied physiology musculoskeletal disorders posture and discomfort and more individuals with schizophrenia and related disorders experience significant functioning deficits in the community the study of social cognition in schizophrenia has grown rapidly over the past decade and a consensus has developed among researchers that dysfunction in social cognition may contribute to the severe interpersonal problems that are a hallmark of schizophrenia this has generated hope that treatments which improve social cognition in this illness may enhance an individual s ability to live a socially engaged and rewarding life social cognition in schizophrenia from evidence to treatment provides a firm grounding in the theory and research of normal social cognition builds on this base to describe how social cognition appears to be dysfunctional in schizophrenia and explains how this dysfunction might be ameliorated composed of contributed chapters written by the top experts in the field the volume is divided into three parts to address each of these areas part i foundations of human social cognition explores normal social cognition in childhood development adulthood and across cultures as well the brain bases of social cognition and clinical social cognition research part ii social cognition in schizophrenia descriptive and experimental research discusses social cognition and functional outcome emotion processing theory of mind paranoid ideation social cognition in early psychosis and the social cognitive neuroscience of schizophrenia part iii social cognition in schizophrenia treatment approaches focuses on findings from current treatment outcome research as well as several leading social cognitive intervention approaches integrated neurocognitive therapy int cognitive enhancement therapy cet metacognitive training mct and social cognition and interaction training scit this comprehensive accessible volume will be invaluable to researchers studying social cognition and psychosocial treatment development in schizophrenia clinicians working with this patient population students in social and clinical psychology nursing social work and occupational therapy and medical students this is an ideal and most comprehensive textbook presenting an integrated approach to the principles concepts and the cases in advertising management based on authentic publications and practical experience of the authors the book deals with advertising and sales promotion economic and social effectiveness of advertising decisions and plans the book is well written and well structured in lucid simple and conversational language different topics are systematically arranged with proper blend of theories and models so as to make easy and clear understanding of principles and their applications in advertising the book will be very useful for students doing m b a m com d i m and b b m it will also be most valuable reference source for advertising professionals this crystal book explains various crystal terminologies in regards to reiki usui karuna earth elements arch angel chokurei crystal therapy chakra balancing therapy pyramid therapy pendulum therapy massage ball therapy angels worry stones merkaba s healing with massage sticks and wands metaphysical properties orgone s orgonites many more the beauty of crystals is that they cover total human body including mental spiritual physical social aspects in short they assist us in case of stress tension worry anxiety depression diseases problems issues relationships etc crystals choose their home or destination as soon as they are formed in the earths crust so before you choose them they choose you and yes it is 100 true all the information provided in this book are not meant for medicinal purpose crystals just assist you in making your life journey easier healthy wealthy prosperous powerful spiritual divine provided you trust them crystals connects religions hence they are a global messenger of peace brotherhood we sincerely hope that you found this book useful and the details mentioned helped you improve your life we thank you for providing your precious time in reading the book we have tried to put our mind body and soul into it jet international co in orgoneindia com written by one of the leading experts in content managementsystems cms this newly revised bestseller guides readers through the confusing and often intimidating task of building implementing running and managing a cms updated to cover recent developments in online delivery systems as well as xml and related technologies reflects valuable input from cms users who attended the author s
workshops conferences and courses an essential reference showing anyone involved in information delivery systems how to plan and implement a system that can handle large amounts of information and help achieve an organization's overall goals. The ASP.NET MVC 5 framework is the latest evolution of Microsoft's ASP.NET web platform. It provides a high productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test driven development, and powerful extensibility combined with all the benefits of ASP.NET. ASP.NET MVC 5 contains a number of advances over previous versions including the ability to define routes using C# attributes and the ability to override filters. The user experience of building MVC applications has also been substantially improved. The new, more tightly integrated Visual Studio 2013 IDE has been created specifically with MVC application development in mind and provides a full suite of tools to improve development times and assist in reporting, debugging, and deploying your code. The popular Bootstrap JavaScript library has also now been included natively within MVC 5, providing you the developer with a wider range of multi-platform CSS and HTML5 options than ever before without the penalty of having to load in third-party libraries. Introduction to advertising: role of advertising in marketing, mix advertising as a communication tool, types of advertising, advertising campaign objectives, advertising budget, advertising message decisions, creative side of advertising, advertising appeals, celebrity endorsements, mascots, media decisions, types of media, online advertising, measuring advertising effectiveness, advertising agencies, legal aspects of advertising, advertising in India, ethical issues in advertising, advertising standards, Council of India, surrogate advertising, comparative advertising in India, additional case studies, advertising glossary, ideal for the 3 million Java developers this fast-paced tutorial offers in-depth coverage of JavaServer Faces (JSF), Sun Microsystems' application architecture for the future. Co-written by the 1 JSF expert in the Java community, this book offers the most complete resource on JSF available. Extensive coverage on JSF custom component development serves as a thorough introduction to Ajax technology and techniques. Numerous custom JSF component examples including Ajax enabled components provided. This book introduces a new approach to model and predict substrate parasitic failures in integrated circuits with standard circuit design tools. The injection of majority and minority carriers in the substrate is a recurring problem in smart power ICs containing high voltage, high current switching devices. Besides sensitive control protection and signal processing, circuits the injection of parasitic charges leads to the activation of substrate bipolar transistors. This book explores how these events can be evaluated for a wide range of circuit topologies in this purpose, new generalized devices implemented in Verilog are used to model the substrate with standard circuit simulators. This approach was able to predict for the first time the activation of a latch up in real circuits through post layout spice simulation analysis discusses substrate modeling and circuit level simulation of parasitic bipolar device coupling effects. In integrated circuits, includes circuit back annotation of the parasitic lateral n-p-n and vertical p-n-p bipolar transistors in the substrate uses spice for simulation and characterization of parasitic bipolar transistors. Latch up of the parasitic p-n-p structure and electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection devices offers design guidelines to reduce couplings by adding specific protections. Advances in renewable energies—offshore is a collection of the papers presented at the 3rd International Conference on Renewables—Offshore, Renew 2018, held in Lisbon, Portugal, on 8–10 October 2018. The 104 contributions were written by a diverse international group of authors and have been reviewed by an international scientific committee. The book is organized in the following main subject areas: Modelling, tidal currents, modelling waves, tidal energy devices, design and applications, experiments, tidal energy arrays, wave energy devices, point absorber multibody applications, control experiments, CFD, coastal, OWC, WEC, and turbines. Wave energy arrays, wind energy devices, wind energy arrays, maintenance and reliability, combined platforms, moorings, and flexible materials. Advances in renewable energies—offshore collects recent developments in these fields and will be of interest to academics and professionals involved in the above-mentioned areas. Service-oriented computing is an emerging factor in it research and development. Organizations like W3C and the EU have begun research projects to develop industrial strength applications. This book offers a thorough practical introduction to one of the most promising approaches, the service modeling ontology (WSMO). After a brief review of technologies and standards of the worldwide semantic and services, the book examines
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track information crucial to your business with the new FileMaker Pro 8 database software and the latest edition of this comprehensive guide from capturing customer data automating employee records or linking databases to tracking your own investments or home inventory find out how to set up the FileMaker Pro database you need to classify important information and improve productivity this valuable reference provides clear step-by-step instructions.
step explanations and examples for beginners as well as experienced database users for both windows and macintosh inside you'll find complete coverage of filemaker pro 8 get the big picture on filemaker pro for business and home understand basic operations for both windows and macintosh platforms define fields set up scripts and create new databases master standard forms columnar lists and other layouts create enter edit and sort records generate summary statistics across records learn how to use scriptmaker to automate filemaker exchange data between programs such as microsoft excel publish or share data on the or company intranet import and export xml bonus cd rom includes trial version of filemaker pro 8 for windows and mac templates plug in tools
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professional techniques for modern layout smashing css takes you well beyond the basics covering not only the finer points of layout and effects
but introduces you to the future with html5 and css3 very few in the industry can show you the ins and outs of css like eric meyer and inside smashing css eric provides techniques that are thorough utterly useful and universally applicable in the real world from choosing the right tools to css effects and css3 techniques with jquery smashing css is the practical guide to building modern web layouts with smashing css you will learn how to throw elements offscreen hide them create body html backgrounds in xhtml usemore than 15 layout techniques including clearfix two three simple columns faux columns one true layout holy grail em based layout fluid grids sticky footers and more use a variety of css effects including css popups boxpunching rounded corners css sprites sliding doors liquid bleach ragged floats and more apply css table styling including using thead tfoot and tbody row headers column oriented styling classes styling data tables with jquery tables to graphs tables to maps and more use css3 elements including rounded corners multiple backgrounds rgba using jquery to do css3 selections and so much more eric meyer is an internationally recognized expert on the subjects of html css and standards and has been working on the since 1993 smashing css is for developers who already have some experience with css and javascript and are ready for more advanced techniques smashing magazine com is one of the world s most popular web design sites true to the smashing mission the smashing magazine book series delivers useful and innovative information to designers and developers
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Smashing CSS
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updated to cover the latest program version this comprehensive guide helps users make the most of filemaker pro the sophisticated workgroup database application with nine million registered users offers complete step by step guidance on filemaker pro features and tasks covering both the mac and windows versions features expanded coverage of odbc jdbc and xml connectivity and includes a new chapter on the developer tools used to create more complex databases other topics covered include calculations and computations data exchange creating and using templates linking databases using filemaker in workgroups publishing plug ins and advanced database connectivity

programming recreational services serves as a handbook for recreational practitioners at every level it clearly presents the methods and materials necessary for the planning organization and operation of recreational services this reader friendly text addresses each of the 12 recreational program categories in detail and includes illustrations to assist with learning it teaches students a methodology for evaluating recreational programs from the establishment of objectives to the final instrument used to determine whether or not the program performed in the way that it
2014-02-27

describes the fundamentals of FileMaker Pro 12 covering such topics as working with layouts, relational database design, calculations, scripting, reporting, security, debugging, and publishing.

Programming Recreational Services
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offering both theoretical explanations and real world applications, this in-depth guide covers the 2.0 version of Struts, revealing how to design, build, and improve Java-based applications within the Struts development framework. Feature functionality is explained in detail to help programmers choose the most appropriate feature to accomplish their objectives, while other chapters are devoted to file uploading, paging, and object caching.
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you don’t need a technical background to build powerful databases with FileMaker Pro 13. This crystal clear guide covers all new FileMaker Pro 13 features, such as its improved layout tools and enhanced mobile support. Whether you’re running a business, printing a catalog, or planning a wedding, you’ll learn how to customize your database to run on a PC, Mac, browser, or iOS device. The important stuff you need to know get started, tour FileMaker Pro’s features, and create your first database in minutes. Access data anywhere use FileMaker Go on your iPad or iPhone or share data on the dive into relational data, solve problems quickly by connecting and combining data tables, create professional documents, publish reports, invoices, catalogs, and other documents with ease. Harness processing power, use calculations and scripts to crunch numbers, search text.
and automate tasks add visual power and clarity create colorful charts to illustrate and summarize your data share your database on a secure server add the high level features of filemaker pro advanced and filemaker pro server

Struts 2 Design and Programming
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take razor for a test drive and discover first hand how this scripting syntax simplifies the way you create dynamic data driven websites with this concise guide you ll work with razor syntax by building example websites with microsoft webmatrix and asp net mvc you ll quickly learn how razor lets you combine code and content in a fluid and expressive manner on windows based servers programming razor also explores components of the razor api and shows you how razor templates are turned into rendered html by the end of this book you ll be able to create razor based websites with custom extensions that meet the specific needs of your projects use razor with microsoft webmatrix to build a working blog complete with data organize and manage your web application using razor features for layouts sections and partial views create clean and effective asp net mvc views with the razor view engine learn how the razor api interprets razor templates and turns them into executable net code implement advanced techniques for exposing reusable code and sharing asp net mvc views across projects
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	his book is for everybody who would like to learn modern java web development based on primefaces and is looking for a quick introduction to this matter prerequisites for this book are basic jsf jquery and css skills
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heavy duty wheeled vehicles (HDWVs) are all-wheel drive vehicles that carry 25 tons or more and have three or more axles. They transport heavy, bulky cargo such as raw minerals, timber, construction materials, prefabricated modules, weapons, combat vehicles, and more. HDWVs are used in various industries, including mining, logging, construction, and energy, and are critical to a country's economy and defense. These vehicles have unique development requirements due to their high loads, huge dimensions, and specific operating conditions. Hauling efficiencies can be improved by increasing vehicle load capacity; however, capacities are influenced by legislation, road limits, and design. Designing HDWVs differs from other multi-purpose all-wheel drive vehicles. The chassis must be custom-designed to suit the customer's particular purposes. The number of axles is another variable as well, as which ones are driving and which are driven. Tires are also customizable. Translated by SAE from Russian, this book narrates the history of HDWVs and presents the theory and calculations required to design them. It summarizes results of the authors' academic research and experience and presents innovative technical solutions used for electric and hydrostatic transmissions, steering systems, and active safety of these vehicles. The book consists of three parts: Part One covers HDWV design history and general design methods, including basic vehicle design and evaluating HDWV use conditions. Part One also covers general operation requirements and consumer needs and a brief analysis of structural components of existing HDWVs and prototypes. Part Two outlines information needs for designing HDWVs. Part Three reviews basic theory and calculation of innovative technical solutions as well as special requirements for component parts. This comprehensive title provides the following information: HDWVs history of design and manufacture, manufacturers summary, design data, background data on sample vehicles, component calculation examples, overview of motion theory which is useful in design and placement of bulky cargo.
creating large sites or small fixed sites or responsive sites flexbox will simplify your work

**Heavy-Duty Wheeled Vehicles**

2014-01-27

The broad and developing scope of ergonomics has been illustrated over the past fifteen years by the books that make up the contemporary ergonomics series presenting the proceedings of the ergonomics society's annual conference. The series embraces the wide range of topics covered by ergonomics individual papers provide insight into current practice present new research findings and form an invaluable reference source. The volumes provide a fast track for the publication of suitable papers from international contributors chosen on the basis of abstracts submitted to a selection panel. Topics included in Contemporary Ergonomics 2004 applied physiology, musculoskeletal disorders, posture, and discomfort and more.

**Journal of Information Science**

1993

Individuals with schizophrenia and related disorders experience significant functioning deficits in the community. The study of social cognition in schizophrenia has grown rapidly over the past decade and a consensus has developed among researchers that dysfunction in social cognition may contribute to the severe interpersonal problems that are a hallmark of schizophrenia. This has generated hope that treatments which improve social cognition in this illness may enhance an individual's ability to live a socially engaged and rewarding life. Social cognition in schizophrenia from evidence to treatment provides a firm grounding in the theory and research of normal social cognition builds on this base to describe how social cognition appears to be dysfunctional in schizophrenia and explains how this dysfunction might be ameliorated. Composed of contributed chapters written by the top experts in the field, the volume is divided into three parts to address each of these areas: Part I foundations of human social cognition explores normal social cognition in childhood development adulthood and across cultures. Part II social cognition research part II social cognition in schizophrenia descriptive and experimental research discusses social cognition and functional outcome emotion processing theory of mind paranoid ideation social cognition in early psychosis and the social cognitive neuroscience of schizophrenia. Part III social cognition in schizophrenia treatment approaches focuses on findings from current treatment outcome research as well as several leading social cognitive intervention approaches integrated neurocognitive therapy int cognitive enhancement therapy.
cet metacognitive training mct and social cognition and interaction training scit this comprehensive accessible volume will be invaluable to researchers studying social cognition and psychosocial treatment development in schizophrenia clinicians working with this patient population students in social and clinical psychology nursing social work and occupational therapy and medical students

**Flexbox in CSS**

2017-05-25

this is an ideal and most comprehensive textbook presenting an integrated approach to the principles concepts and the cases in advertising management based on authentic publications and practical experience of the authors the book deals with advertising and sales promotion economic and social effectiveness of advertising decisions and plans the book is well written and well structured in lucid simple and conversational language different topics are systematically arranged with proper blend of theories and models so as to make easy and clear understanding of principles and their applications in advertising the book will be very useful for students doing m b a m com d i m and b b m it will also be most valuable reference source for advertising professionals

**The Aeroplane**

1951

this crystal book explains various crystal terminologies in regards to reiki usui karuna earth elements arch angel chokurei crystal therapy chakra balancing therapy pyramid therapy pendulum therapy massage ball therapy angels worry stones merkaba s healing with massage sticks and wands metaphysical properties orgone s orgonites many more the beauty of crystals is that they cover total human body including mental spiritual psychological physical social aspects in short they assist us in case of stress tension worry anxiety depression diseases problems issues relationships etc crystals choose their home or destination as soon as they are formed in the earths crust so before you choose them they choose you and yes it is 100 true all the information provided in this book are not meant for medicinal purpose crystals just assist you in making your life journey easier healthy wealthy prosperous powerful spiritual divine provided you trust them crystals connects religions hence they are a global messenger of peace brotherhood we sincerely hope that you found this book useful and the details mentioned helped you improve your life we thank you for providing your precious time in reading the book we have tried to put our mind body and soul into it jet international co in orgoneindia com
Contemporary Ergonomics 2004

2004-04-08

written by one of the leading experts in content managementsystems cms this newly revised bestseller guides readers through the confusing and often intimidating task of building implementing running and managing a cms updated to cover recent developments in online delivery systems as well as xml and related technologies reflects valuable input from cms users who attended the author's workshops conferences and courses an essential reference showing anyone involved in information delivery systems how to plan and implement a system that can handle large amounts of information and help achieve an organization's overall goals

Social Cognition in Schizophrenia

2012-11-21

the asp net mvc 5 framework is the latest evolution of microsoft's asp net web platform it provides a high productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture test driven development and powerful extensibility combined with all the benefits of asp net asp net mvc 5 contains a number of advances over previous versions including the ability to define routes using c attributes and the ability to override filters the user experience of building mvc applications has also been substantially improved the new more tightly integrated visual studio 2013 ide has been created specifically with mvc application development in mind and provides a full suite of tools to improve development times and assist in reporting debugging and deploying your code the popular bootstrap javascript library has also now been included natively within mvc 5 providing you the developer with a wider range of multi platform css and html5 options than ever before without the penalty of having to load in third party libraries

Advertising Management

2004
CRYSRTALS, MY RELIGION

2020-12-28

ideal for the 3 million java developers this fast paced tutorial offers in depth coverage of javaserver faces jsf sun microsystem s application architecture for the future co written by the 1 jsf expert in the java community this book offers the most complete resource on jsf available extensive coverage on jsf custom component development serves as a thorough introduction to ajax technology and techniques numerous custom jsf component examples including ajax enabled components provided

Content Management Bible

2005-11-28

this book introduces a new approach to model and predict substrate parasitic failures in integrated circuits with standard circuit design tools the injection of majority and minority carriers in the substrate is a recurring problem in smart power ics containing high voltage high current switching devices besides sensitive control protection and signal processing circuits the injection of parasitic charges leads to the activation of substrate bipolar transistors this book explores how these events can be evaluated for a wide range of circuit topologies to this purpose new generalized devices implemented in verilog a are used to model the substrate with standard circuit simulators this approach was able to predict for the first time the activation of a latch up in real circuits through post layout spice simulation analysis discusses substrate modeling and circuit level simulation of parasitic bipolar device coupling effects in integrated circuits includes circuit back annotation of the parasitic lateral n p n and vertical p n p bipolar transistors in the substrate uses spice for simulation and characterization of parasitic bipolar transistors latch up of the parasitic p n p n structure and electrostatic discharge esd protection devices offers design guidelines to reduce couplings by adding specific protections
advances in renewable energies offshore is a collection of the papers presented at the 3rd international conference on renewable energies offshore renew 2018 held in lisbon portugal on 8 10 october 2018 the 104 contributions were written by a diverse international group of authors and have been reviewed by an international scientific committee the book is organized in the following main subject areas modelling tidal currents modelling waves tidal energy devices design applications and experiments tidal energy arrays wave energy devices point absorber multibody applications control experiments cfd coastal owc owc and turbines wave energy arrays wind energy devices wind energy arrays maintenance and reliability combined platforms moorings and flexible materials advances in renewable energies offshore collects recent developments in these fields and will be of interest to academics and professionals involved in the above mentioned areas

Advertising Principles and Practice

service oriented computing is an emerging factor in it research and development organizations like w3c and the eu have begun research projects to develop industrial strength applications this book offers a thorough practical introduction to one of the most promising approaches the service modeling ontology wsmo after a brief review of technologies and standards of the worldwide the semantic and services the book examines wsmo from the fundamentals to applications in e commerce e government and e banking it also describes its relation to owl s and wsdl s and other applications the book offers an up to date introduction plus pointers to future applications

JavaServer Faces: The Complete Reference

2006-09-15
Parasitic Substrate Coupling in High Voltage Integrated Circuits

Advances in Renewable Energies Offshore

Report

Enabling Semantic Web Services
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